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ABSTRACT

NASA's Code QE Test Effectiveness Program is funding a series of applied research activities focused on utilizing the principles of physics and engineering of failure along with those of engineering economics to assess and improve the value added by various validation and verification activities, with the primary emphasis being on testing. Presented herein is a review of the methodology and data sources required for successful metrics evaluations and the utility to, and feasibility of implementing at, other organizations. Also covered are brief examples of test metrics which enable useful evaluations as well as a brief summary of the relevant failure modes, effectiveness of the test control parameters on screening effectiveness, and applicability of the metrics defined.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA Administrator has challenged all the NASA Centers to do things “Faster, Better and Cheaper”. He has also been quoted as saying “If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it!”. At the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, we have found that the second of these two statements illuminates the means to achieve the first. JPL is already well down the path to Faster, Better and Cheaper spacecraft and this has been accomplished by making extensive use of tailoring, especially test programs. The fabrication of spacecraft which are state-of-the-art, highly reliable and one-of-a-kind presents significant challenges. One of the principal challenges has been to leverage the knowledge gained during the test program for one spacecraft to that of another. An even bigger challenge facing the industry has been in finding ways of collecting and analyzing data from a variety of sources in a way that enables the portability of findings across commercial and aerospace industries, and from high volume to ultra-low volume industries.

We have met these challenges by combining the Physics of Failure approach with the engineering judgment inherent in ultra-low volume builds. Various aspects of this methodology have been described previously. This general methodology is referred to as Physics and Engineering of Failure. The general approach can be summarized by considering the various flaws (design, materials, or process) to be caught, or screened, by the various detection and prevention activities which occur in the project life cycle. These include reviews, design rule implementation, process controls, analyses, and testing. By further dividing the product into its constituents one obtains finer resolution into the anomaly type (or “cause code”) which allows one to perform higher resolution effectiveness evaluations. One continues this process until sufficient confidence in
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the evaluation results is reached. This may include models (traditional physics of failure), developmental testing, or other detailed evaluations to determine “root cause”. The main emphasis of this approach in the testing arena is the determination of the test stress which precipitated the failure mode. However, as discussed below, there is utility in evaluations at nearly every level of detail with certain caveats.

DATA SOURCES
The most readily available source of data for internal metrics evaluations are Industrial Failure Reporting And Corrective Action (FRACA) systems. High-level metrics studies often correlate the number of failures seen in a particular environmental test for a given project within a company. This results in valuable conclusions regarding test effectiveness for a specific technology and a variety of tests, with heritage and design/test/QC processes specific to that company. This can generate very useful data for trend studies to determine the general effectiveness of a specific test within the context of a single organization, with a fairly constant technology mix, design heritage, and corporate culture. However, this level of information is not always easily extrapolated to new technologies, or transferable across industries or even to different companies within an industry, due to the differences in the way PACTs are applied in the development, design, build, and test process. This has resulted in either ignoring everyone else’s data or issuing guidelines which overlook the differences in corporate cultures.

However, as stated above, implementation of a “root cause” methodology has allowed us to use industrial data when evaluations occur at the root cause level. External collaborative efforts have taught us that useful evaluations can be performed almost regardless of the particular corporate FRACA system. Usage of this external data has resulted in a number of applicable findings including the utility of thermal cycling, relative cost data, and the role of thermal ramp rates and cold-biased functional testing, to name a few. It is an interesting confirmation of the root cause approach that the high effectiveness of cold-biased functional testing is apparent in both JPL’s ultra-low volume spacecraft product and a high-volume computer product.

Although the corporate FRACA systems provide valuable information, there is also a wealth of data available from internal process capability studies, Tiger Team problem solving, and design of experiments. These studies are typically quite focused and expensive, but if you have it, use it! This also points to keeping mind that useful documentation of the interim findings may eliminate the need for future detailed evaluations. Another advantage of the methodology being described is that it enables identification of those areas where additional data generated by such studies would have the most pay-off, and what data is needed from ongoing data gathering activities.

Another important finding from utilizing commercial FRACA databases is that the comments entered by technicians, even though generally terse, in most cases, are insightful enough to allow physics of failure evaluations to be made. We did find, however, that in many cases, this data was going unused and represented an untapped wealth of knowledge. The message we are trying to convey is that it is not difficult to make significant improvements in your processes, but you need to utilize data relevant to your processes and that this data probably already exists.

In some cases, the existing data collection process could be modified to enable the collection of additional data that enables more accurate assessments. In particular, this data could include the specific test stress and operational conditions, time of failure, total operating time accumulated on the hardware, the history of tests that a particular hardware element has experienced, and the specific test stresses at the time of failure. This data collection process modification should be focused on specific areas where more data is needed to perform those evaluations that are of the most importance to a particular organization.

Armed with useful data, one can now perform correlations which tie the test stress to a physical failure mechanism. Along with the knowledge of what activities (PACTs) were performed previously on the hardware and the operational history of the hardware, the correlation can now tie failure mechanisms to various test conditions. This enables the transfer of knowledge between technologies, between industries, and between companies with different corporate cultures.

At JPL, we are trying to leverage external, as well as internal, data to the greatest extent possible and several working groups have been established including the NASA Test Effectiveness Working Group and industrial collaborations to achieve this mutually beneficial process of sharing data and findings. If you are interested in participating, please contact one of the authors at the addresses provided in this paper.

---

* PACTs= Preventative measures, Analyses, process Controls and Tests.
UTILITY AND APPLICABILITY OF METRICS
STUDIES
The advantages of this root cause approach are that: 1) the data obtained from one spacecraft development program can be applied to another, 2) industry data can be leveraged ("physical failure mechanisms don't know which industry they occur in!") and 3) higher confidence in the overall effectiveness of a detection and prevention program can be obtained. This allows the conservative approaches of the past to be winnowed down to the subset which really gives the most "bang for the buck".

With the ever-growing capability and availability of advanced technologies, even previously large volume industries must begin looking at root cause, and thinking like lower-volume industries do, to remain competitive in tomorrow's marketplace.

This paper is intended to convey the principles behind these evaluations by examining their application to a specific JPL project and motivate other companies to utilize their existing data in a similar fashion. Ultimately, the pooling of this knowledge across organizational boundaries will benefit all parties involved.

TOOLS
The tools required to successfully perform these evaluations are nothing special. We have utilized the relational database in which our Problem/Failure Reports (P/FRs) are stored and commercially available spreadsheets to do all of the evaluations in this paper. While JPL's P/FR system happens to be in FoxPro®, others are in usage (such as Sybase®, Microsoft Access® and DOORS® to name a few). Most of the available databases come with the requisite search engines.

Commercially available spreadsheets (such as Microsoft Excel®) are also useful tools for setting up relational matrices (such as failure mode types versus where in the process they were detected) and performing subsequent correlations and trend analyses.

One of the most important tools is open communication with the product design, test and support personnel. The insight provided by the people directly involved with the hardware is not always captured in an anomaly log process.

Another tool used is often referred to as a "waterfall chart". This is a plot of the detection and prevention activities versus the failure modes being detected or prevented. This plot is depicted graphically for visualization purposes in Figure 1, but in practice is usually captured in a spreadsheet format. Note that in this figure, the solid lines represent failure modes which are potentially present, while the dashed lines represent "escapes" from a particular activity. This chart is used to convey three ideas. Firstly, there may be failure modes for which nothing is being done (the far right line) and we better do something about them! Secondly, be aware of the danger of eliminating those steps which represent the last, or only, chance to detect a failure mode (the line in the middle which is detected only by "System Performance"). Lastly, focus efforts on reducing those steps which are redundant with previous steps (arrows which line up above many boxes). Which case is which can be determined by performing metrics evaluations which characterize the flaw distributions present at various stages of development. This is the part which is most corporate culture sensitive but is also the most readily available from existing FRACA systems.

A subtle aspect of implementing the various processes to detect or prevent failure modes is the fact that these processes may themselves introduce new failure modes. For example, a rework process may result in solder splashes or part overstressing. One may use the waterfall chart to illustrate this introduction of new failure modes by adding new lines emerging from a given activity box.

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY PROCESS
The process for effectiveness evaluations at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory is depicted in Figure 2. There are always a number of projects in various phases of development, and the questions asked regarding test improvements depend on this phase. For example, in the very early proposal phase, project needs include identification of an overall test program with associated schedule and resource requirements. As the design progresses, questions become more specific and begin to focus on test tailoring, including test substitution, and test phasing. As hardware is fabricated, the questions become very specific and concern specific test levels and risk/consequences associated with deviations or waivers on specific tests. The test effectiveness team gathers up these Needs and Questions and then tries to identify areas where the questions are recurring and can be made generic.

UNIVERSAL METRICS
Some of the most useful metrics have been found to be generic and do not require constraint to specific tests or other activities. For example, the associated costs, the induced damage, the schedule impacts and effectiveness by general failure mode type are important metrics for any test. These universal metrics can result in correlation of defect distributions and quantities to:

- Product timelines
- Hardware types
- Failure Mode types
Test (or PACT) types

The utility and fidelity of evaluations at these levels can be greatly enhanced by having detailed information regarding the failure modes or mechanisms. While these metric types are universal, the specific results may only be applicable to a particular corporate culture unless the root causes are evaluated.

As an example, if one does a high level analysis which identifies workmanship as being principally caught during a thermal test, what does one do with the answer? First of all, one can determine the relative effectiveness of the thermal test on finding all of these workmanship defects by examining prior and subsequent process steps and evaluating the associated failure mode distributions. This identifies escapes or the introduction of new workmanship defects. Secondly, one can generically act on the knowledge that workmanship problems account for a particular percentage of the hardware defects. However, this then only identifies a problem and does not yet help with the solution.

If however, it is known which type(s) of workmanship defect is being detected (more information regarding the failure modes) one can do two additional things: 1) Identify and improve the specific portion of the fabrication process which produces these failure modes, and 2) Correlate these failure mechanisms with the specific part of the thermal test which was finding them (i.e. was it the associated functional testing, the hot "burn-in", the transition to cold temperatures, etc.).

MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS

To correlate the effectiveness of a test to a particular failure mode one must examine the test itself to find the stresses it is inducing. For each test, there are a collection of test parameters, or test considerations, which are decided upon and implemented when the test is run. For example, in a thermal test one must decide the temperature levels, ramp rates, etc. but one must also decide how to configure, instrument and functionally interrogate the test. We refer to this collection of test implementation decisions as test parameters. One can now consider the influence each of these test parameters has on the effectiveness of the individual test versus particular failure modes.

Going back to our workmanship example, one would use information regarding where in the thermal test profile the failure occurred to determine the test parameters that were responsible. If the failure mode occurred while doing functional testing during a cold-to-hot transition, one can now begin to consider the interplay between changing temperatures and Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) expansion, temperature distributions or uniqueness of the functional test. This correlation with actual failure modes is what allows one to identify that 1) a new functional test was being done and therefore its perceptiveness may have had nothing to do with the thermal test, or 2) the transition resulted in relative expansion between two materials exposing a defect or 3) the transition resulted in temperature gradients which caused two functional elements which were performing at the "ragged edge" of their performance margin to produce the anomaly.

The process continues until the user has sufficient information to focus improvement efforts or make "on-the-fly" tailoring decisions.

These types of detailed correlations are made possible by the existence of a methodology, a useful and accessible anomaly recording system, and the knowledge present in the heads of the various discipline engineers.

SUMMARY

This paper has described the need for performing metrics evaluations to achieve the goal of doing more with less. The need, and current availability, of the necessary data has been discussed. The process for utilizing the available data has been described which is a "top-down" approach that ends when one has sufficient information to identify required process improvements or tailoring options.

With this new methodology in place, the internal information gathering systems and the ability to leverage this data across institutions, we may all be able to do Faster, Better and Cheaper even better.

The research described in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration through Code Q.
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Figure 1 The 'waterfall chart' graphically depicts the role of various detection and prevention activities in screening out the failure modes.

Figure 2 Flow chart for process of developing metrics questions, utilizing available tools and resources and providing answers.
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